
PSI research 

Template for discussion 



Plan for session 
 Existing PSI initiatives 

 Presentations from Hude, Saskia, Patricia, Jean-
Marie, and Vijaya 

 Update from Patrick Romano 
 Review of OECD initiative 

 Discussion of whether to combine efforts 
 Discussion of how to combine efforts 
 Consideration for a shared multi-country 

translation process? 
 
 

 



Other topics to discuss 

 Should the AHRQ indicators be the 
starting point?  (vs. a de novo process) 

 Policy for PSI use 



Application of PSIs 

 Options: 
 Apply PSIs and simply report rates by 

facility 
 Apply PSIs, and pull all triggered charts for 

confirmatory chart review (and perhaps 
review and study precipitating factors) 

 Alternatively, could attempt to derive an 
estimate of the “true rate”…  



An innovative way to use PSIs? 

 Steps: 
 Apply the PSI to a defined population 
 E.g., PSI 13 -  post op sepsis: 

 Seen in 5% of 10000 patients (=500 cases) 
 Can review some or all of those 500 cases to 

determine PPV (e.g., PPV=90%) 
 Can also review a random sample (eg., 100) of 

PSI negative charts to determine NPV 
(e.g.,NPV=90%) 

 What does this mean, then? 



An innovative use of PSIs… 

 What is the “true rate” then? 
 500 PSI+ cases, 90% of which are real+ 
 i.e., 450 true positives 
 9500 PSI- cases, 10% of which are real+ 
 i.e., 950 additional positives (false pos) 
 Therefore, 1400 positives 
 So, the estimated ‘true rate’ is actually 

14% rather than 5%  (HUGE difference)!!! 

 



Policy for PSI use 
 If goal is to identify individual cases and 

review charts to learn from events… 
 Then simple PSI application 

 If goal is to derive rates by facility, really 
should consider this approach to estimating a 
‘true rate’ 

 Questions: 
 Confidence intervals for the estimated rate 
 Validation study of the estimated rates? 



PSI translation meeting: 
 Ideas: 

 Map from AM/GM to ICD-10 (WHO) 
 Procedure codes a challenge (Saskia suggests procedure 

concept descriptions that are then applied by country) 
 DRG denominators – same thing (concept descriptions) 
 PSI translation for only 12 OECD indicators vs. all 20 AHRQ 

PSIs? 
 Consensus on need for meeting in 2007 
 Timing a question 
 Toronto?   Vs. elsewhere (? Singapore) 
 Patrick Romano is a key player.   
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